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Presentation and Design
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New Zealand hasn’t been a leader in Digital Display technology with the cost factor 
stunting early development.  Advance Gaming however believes its new ‘Reveal Display’ 

embraces all of the benefits of digital display, is robust and most importantly is future proofed.

‘Reveal Display’ delivers a stunning visual experience, is fully compliant with simple 
functionality which makes it easy to navigate and enjoyable to engage with.  

It provides a total alternative solution to the outdated existing regime.
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The Gaming Industry with its comprehensive compliance restrictions, particularly 
the requirement to display current, accurate Licence data, within each 

gaming venue, has been the motivation behind the development of the ‘Reveal Display’.

Currently Gaming Trusts rely on 3rd party service providers to update the constant flow of 
Licence changes experienced by each gaming venue.  

Obviously maintaining accurate and current information on site is a priority to ensure 
the venue remains compliant.  The penalties for failing to display the required information 

and to ensure it is always current and accurate can be onerous.

Reveal Display not only removes the obtrusive 
paper dominated display but more importantly 
eliminates the cost of having to constantly update 
the Licence changes.  

Licence changes can now be electronically 
generated from the Organizations Head Office 
ensuring an efficient, cost effective and sustainable
solution to this previously laborious process.  
This gives the individual Trust total control over the 
information presented in each digital display in each
of their gaming venues.

Harm minimisation messages and assistance are 
also included in the display content for those 
affected.  Player information and gambling help 
areas are easily accessible.
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Another feature of ‘Reveal Display’ is the ability to advertise the various grants made 
by individual Trusts geographically throughout New Zealand. 

 In addition, prospective grant recipients can organise a grant application
 to be emailed directly to their email address from the ‘Reveal Display’.  

There is also the option to include imagery to enhance the grant display experience.
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Poster View
In support of strengthening relationships, between Trusts and their Venue Operations, 
‘Reveal Display’ offers the potential to advertise on-going venue specific activities eg 

happy hours, specials or whatever the venue may require.

Full screen harm minimization advertising also strengthens the industries 
commitment to helping those in need. reveal have parnterned with the Health
Promotion Agency to provide your players with the most effective campaign

to date.
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Jackpot Integration
Given the mandating of downloadable jackpots for Class 4 gaming in New Zealand, 

‘Reveal Display’ offers more added value. Each display has the ability to connect
 to any sinfo based jackpot system. 

That provides the opportunity, via an additional medium, 
to inform players of jackpot wins, jackpot levels and any other relevant jackpot information.
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Reveal Display Lighting
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Reveal Displays lighting options add beauty and depth to the display, giving the 
display a suspended effect from the wall.

Attracting players attention can be challenging at times, mood lighting adds warmth, 
making players feel at ease while interacting with the displays content. 
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